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In December 2021, a lawsuit was filed against Roblox for copyright infringement, in which ROBLOX is accused of copying the entire codebase
and game assets of "Infinity: The Quest to the End of the Universe". A cease and desist was also filed against ROBLOX in September 2021 by a

head developer from the website Games Done Quick for using their copyrighted content without permission.
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The news has attracted mixed responses from users. Some believe it's an improvement since it's more reliable, and fixes most of the bugs that
caused users to constantly lose their work. Others think that it is useless due to the fact that ROBLOX Studio randomly changes collision methods

and there are no descriptions on how to remedy this problem. Some have even started questioning how Roblox handles the games they host as
well as some of their policies towards adult players/contents, and other problems like spam bots.
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One of the most popular ROBLOX games was "Hacker Escape", which was one of the most visited blogs on ROBLox prior to 2021. It was a
game where the hacker got into an abandoned house, and used numerous exploits to obtain admin privileges, allowing him/her to modify certain

aspects of the game. This blog caused heavy controversy in 2021 because it allowed hackers to manipulate and change the settings on their games
without consent from ROBLOX. However, after the release of version 1.0, this blog became outdated because developers started using hacks in

their games that had not been discovered yet. In May 2021, ROBLOX launched a new blog system to replace the previous one, this paid-for
feature was created by Epic Events Inc.
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On December 21st, 2021, the game "Infinity: The Quest to the End of the Universe" was released by a company called "Awaited Studios". After
this game was released, it came to light that much of its code was being used in ROBLOX's main source code.

On July 31st, 2021 ROBLOX released another version update for Studio 2.1 (known as "Studio 2.1.1") which fixed a lot of major glitches and
bugs that were present in previous versions of Studio and also included a better way for players to customize their own physics settings.
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Roblox Youtube Channel (YouTube) - This is the official Roblox Youtube Channel. There are videos about game development, tutorials for
specific features of the game, and more. The best part about this channel is that they post content from all around Roblox. You'll be able to find fun

videos from popular games like Apocalypse Rising or Survive The Disasters as well as find awesome gameplay videos created by people who
have only been in the Roblox community for a short time.

On September 13, 2021, ROBLOX launched its tenth birthday party along with an event called BLOXtober. The purpose of this annual event is
to celebrate ROBLOX's birthday and give players badges for completing The Admin's tasks every day until October 15th. The badge is called

BLOXtagger and can be worn on your profile for the year. The tasks were also modified to let you earn the badges by simply logging in every day.
If you do not already have a badge, then you will gain one once you have logged in every day for two days consecutively. At the end of
BLOXtober, ROBLOX held a contest called RoblXtheRave, where people were given a chance to win a large sum of money in cash by

answering trivia questions that were asked throughout October 11th-13th.

Robux. Robux is the currency of roblox that can be purchased with real money, although there are also other ways to receive them within the
system of roblox itself. The way they work is very simple - you can use Robux to purchase in-game items, such as clothes for your character or
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even full-on animations such as dances and others. This adds a form of virtual economy to the game which adds depth and meaning into it -
although the impact of the impact that this has on the game can be debated heavily depending on who you talk to. This means that, while there is a

sense of the possibility of winning content within the game - there is no chance of getting content without paying for it.

Spamming: Roblox has been criticized for its extreme amount of spam. Some examples include the "Free Robux" scam, where people are tricked
into giving their username and password to a third party so that they can steal their Robux, and the "You Have Been Tricked" scam, which consists

of the offender saying something along the lines of "DON'T TRUST. HE IS TROLLING ME."

As of March 2021, Roblox has over 64 million users with 30 million monthly active users. In January 2021 it was announced that females now
comprise more than 36% of its demographic, up from just 26% in 2021. Roblox has also had a steady increase in overall player count since 2021.
In February 2021, Roblox launched a redesign of its user interface, designed to make it easier for new players to learn about the game and play it.

Over 200,000 people signed up during the first week of the rebrand.
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